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BOUNTY token — is a modern smart 
master contract with staking based on 
the P2P blockchain network ZHCash, 
made in accordance with the De-Fi 
ZRC-20 standard in a programming 
language Solidity smart contracts.

BOUNTY REWARD PROGRAM
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BOUNTY💎
De-Fi Токен

REWARDS 💎💎💎 PROGRAM
TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STAKING 
PROGRAM YOU MUST HAVE 
BOUNTY TOKENS

This allows us to take full advantage 
of our blockchain technology to 
spread the ZHCash idea, scale, 
protect and monetize intellectual 
property.



DeFi Bounty and Airdrop campaigns from 2024 - to reward network participants,
for which 3 billion BOUNTY tokens have been allocated + 7 billion will be generated

in the process by participants of the BOUNTY program within 777 days from the launch of the smart contract.

The maximum possible issue is 10 billion BOUNTY tokens.
The issue is closed. Over time, the combustion process will begin.

BOUNTY smart contract address: 567a0b9c760963fee9eeb46249eafcc52103228d

The BOUNTY token smart contract is written in the Solidity smart contract programming language
and compiled on the compiler version Remix IDE 0.8.4. The code was optimized and tested.
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One of the key goals of the bonus program is 

not only marketing the project, but also 

creating a strong platform community.



Staking BOUNTY tokens refers to storing BOUNTY tokens in the ZHCASH wallet.

Staking conditions: Owners of the BOUNTY token increase their stake for storing the token in their personal addresses.
The token has a unique property - it generates itself at a speed of 0.55% per day.

The condition for crediting is an outgoing or incoming token transaction to a given address.

Example: On March 1, you completed useful actions and received 100 BOUNTY tokens. On March 2, 
I made a transaction of 1 token for myself and 100.55 BOUNTY tokens appeared on my balance.

Accordingly, if the transaction is carried out once a month, the balance will increase by 16.5%
and will amount to 116.5 BOUNTY tokens. If the transaction is carried out daily -

then you can get a compound interest (up to 20%).

BOUNTY tokens are a grants and rewards program
the purpose of which is to reward network members for useful actions.
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DeFi staking of BOUNTY tokens refers to

to storing BOUNTY tokens in the program

ZHChain network support.



BOUNTY reward and grant program of the ZHCASH blockchain platform.

REWARDS FOR: writing articles about ZHChain and Zero Gravity Foundation,
creating videos and reviews on a topic (or with a mention or comparison),

private financing of fund projects through GRAVY – all GRAVY token holders
have the ability to accrue BOUNTY tokens, various advertising, blog reviews,

video blogs and various social networks, network validation and forging.

GRANTS FOR: development of smart contracts, development and implementation of DeFi protocols 
and algorithms, development and launch of decentralized systems including liquidity pools,

development of Dapps (decentralized applications) and their launch on the ZHChain network,
listing of ZHC and derivative assets on markets and exchanges, creation and launch of smart contracts.

You will find more detailed information about awards and grants
on the official website or BOUNTY mirrors (see next page). 6

Rewards for network members

for useful actions: popularization,

advertising, reviews, articles, video creation,

development, testing, financing
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In order to send any number of 

tokens from address to address, 

you need to pay for the “gas” 

transaction of the ZHCHAIN 

NETWORK blockchain network - the 

ZHC coin. The minimum amount for 

staking is 1 BOUNTY💎.

ПОДРОБНАЯ ИНФОРМАЦИЯ
BOUNTY.ZHCASH.NET ссылка

BOUNTY.ZHCHAIN.SBS ссылка
BOUNTY.ZH.CASH ссылка

https://bounty.zhcash.net/
https://bounty.zhcash.net/
https://bounty.zhcash.net/
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BOUNTY PROGRAM 
BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORM 
ZHCASH P2P NETWORK

BOUNTY tokens can be exchanged
on ENERGY, ZHCASH and GRAVY 
in the console Zhcash.org 
Token swap liquidity pool
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THE ZERO GRAVITY FOUNDATION, 
THROUGH A BOUNTY REWARD 
PROGRAM USING DEFI PROTOCOLS, 
ALGORITHMS AND LIQUIDITY POOLS, 
WILL PURCHASE THE MOST PART OF 
BOUNTY TOKENS

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT 
DEVELOPMENT AND ADVERTISING



An open blockchain platform with open 
source aimed for creating decentralized 

applications working on a smart 
contracts basis. 

zh.cash

zerogravity.foundation

Decentralized venture fund. International 
aggregator for digital, innovative and 

blockchain technologies. For cooperation 
and partnership.


